Abstract-Wireless Sensor Networks have potential of significantly enhancing our ability to monitor and interact with our physical environment. Realizing a fault tolerant operation is critical to the success of WSNs. The integrity of data has tremendous effects on performance of any data acquisition system. Noise and other disturbances can often degrade the information or data acquired from these systems. Devising a fault-tolerant mechanism in wireless sensor networks is very important due to the construction and deployment characteristics of these low powered sensing devices. Moreover, due to the low computation and communication capabilities of the sensor nodes, the faulttolerant mechanism should have a very low computation overhead. In this paper we focus our work on low complexity error detection technique which can be implemented with low data redundancy and efficient energy consuming in wireless sensor node by using of Residue Number Systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a set of sensor nodes that can communicate wirelessly with each other across an extended environment [1] . Typically, a WSN is comprised of numerous tiny sensor nodes (or sensors for short) deployed in an environment for monitoring and tracking purposes. They are presented in various areas such as: life sciences, medical care and the vital signs, military affairs and development, and in general wherever it is needed to measure the physical quantity. Sensed data are aggregated and at times, stored "in-network" at sink nodes which may themselves be sensors or other nodes richer in capabilities and resources. Data are then communicated to the end users either periodically or ondemand through the sinks or a higher order node; the base station. Clearly, WSNs find numerous applications ranging from healthcare to crisis management and warfare. The problem of fault identification and isolation is generally a hard task in sensor networks due to the very nature of their construction and deployment.
In a fault-tolerant approach for sensor network is proposed by using back-up sensors for faulty ones [2] . Propose approach to reduce noise and uncertainty in sensor networks. This however assumes prior knowledge of true sensor reading. In [3] , the author proposes an Evolvable Hardware (EHW) design to reprogram circuit in case of any faults occurring in the sensors. In order to detect faults in the sensors the paper proposes to use spatial correlation and Kalman Filter (to estimate actual output). Our proposed approach is similar to one proposed method [3] , however we use Weighted function to reduce the "contribution" of faulty sensors instead of reprogramming the circuit. The advantage of our proposed fault tolerant mechanism is that, in general, it does not rely on the sensors to be geographically deployed close to each other. Also we use of Residue Number Systems (RNS) for reduce overhead and increase security in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). A sensor network consists of hundreds or thousands of tiny sensor nodes which are randomly spread out over an area of interest. The objective is to measure values in the environment and propagate this information to data sinks of the system. I.F. Akyildiz gives a very comprehensive and detailed introduction on sensor networks in [1] .
A sensor node typically consists of a battery, a microprocessor, a communication module, sensors and/or actuators. Due to the desired node's size of some millimeters, the dimensions of the communication module and the battery are critical. Consequently, the scarcest resource within a network is the available energy. Therefore, it is essential to use low power optimized algorithms beside power saving hardware components. Simple uncoordinated seeding of nodes yields a stochastic distribution of nodes after deployment phase. This impedes the assignment of a measured value to its location. Due to this fact, a position determination of all nodes is necessary which, however, consumes additional energy for calculations and data transmissions.
Types of bit error in wireless communication can be classified as either random errors or burst errors. The random bit error can appear at any location in a sequence of data transmission or radio packet. On the other hand, burst error occurs in a number of consecutive bits in a sequence of digital data transmission. A source of burst error could originate from long duration of disturbance that is larger than one bit duration or interference such as lightning or collision of communication packets over the radio channel. For wireless sensor network, the errordetection and correction services are usually provided by communication protocols at the data link and the transport layers in the OSI model. Generally, the error detection scheme requires certain amount of overhead in term of additional bits which are added to the total transmitted data. These additional bits are used by the receiver to check for error on the sequence of data that might occur during the transmission. Some error detection scheme could be used to correct the error which is called error correction scheme. However, the number of bits in error that can be detected may be different depending on the scheme and required overhead. For wireless sensor node that usually possesses limited resources in computational complexity and power budget, an efficient and low complexity error detection scheme is required. Unfortunately, some efficient error detection techniques are not suitable for wireless sensor networks because it may require large block of data and higher overhead. Simple error detection such as parity check bit is too weak for wireless communication in which quality of radio channel is often poor and burst errors often occurs. In this study we focus our work on low complexity error detection technique which can be implemented with low complexity data compression in wireless sensor node. In this study we focus our work on low complexity error detection technique which can be implemented with low complexity data compression in wireless sensor node. The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows. In Section-II related works are presented. Section-III provides the background about Wireless Sensor Networks and also some of problems in WSN. The detail of the Residue Number Systems has been discussed in Section-IV. In Section-V, error detection & correction by RNS are shown. RRNS QC Encoder/Decoder is discussed in Section-VI and in section-VII improving performance in wireless sensor network such as: Reduce traffic and data transmission and energy efficiently is proposed. Finally, in the section-VIII conclusions are presented.
II. RELATED WORK
Although there have been several studies on error control techniques in wireless networks and especially in cellular networks, none of them are directly applicable to WSNs. Especially, the limited energy consumption requirements and the low complexity in the sensor hardware necessitate energy efficient error control and prevent high complexity codes to be deployed. Recently, there has been some work that considers the energy consumption analysis of error control techniques in WSNs. One of the goals of the wireless sensor networks is to enable reliable data collection to meet the goals of the applications. Providing reliability is an important issue to address because majority of the sensor networks are remotely operated with very little human intervention once deployed and the maintenance/repair is also infeasible at times. Additionally, the sensor network is inherently exposed to several sources of unreliability such as errors from hardware noise, communication errors, errors in sensors, etc., necessitating the need for reliability mechanisms. One of the important factors to be considered in providing reliability in large sensor networked systems is the overall deployment cost. The deployment cost can be reduced by using low-cost sensor nodes however that leads to constrained computational resources available on the sensor nodes. Another factor that affects the deployment of sensor networks is the lifetime of operation is primarily governed by the limited energy resources available. Hence, reliable sensor data collection should be provided using low-cost sensor nodes while consuming very low energy to enable proliferation of large-scale sensor networks. It has been observed that low-cost reliable sensor data collection can be provided by exploiting the properties of the process being sensed. In [4] introduced a technique which uses the temporal correlation of the data to correct transient errors in the received data by using data prediction model and a-posteriori information about future data. The suggested correction technique, however, assumes a perfect knowledge of the data properties and uses a pre characterized data model to assist the correction process. However, building a perfect model of data offline is practically infeasible at times because of the following reasons. In a real sensor network, the data properties are context dependent. For example, temperature variation in a sensor being deployed outside in the field is different than one deployed inside an apartment. Moreover, the data properties vary over the lifetime of the sensor application necessitating run time changes in the data model.
In [5] , a cross-layer analysis of error control schemes is presented. More specifically the effects of multi-hop routing and the broadcast nature of the wireless communication are investigated to derive the equations governing the energy consumption, latency and packet error rate (PER) performance of error control schemes. As a result, a cross layer analysis framework which considers routing medium access control and physical layers is devised. It considered channel-aware geographical routing and contention-based MAC protocols. This analysis enables a comprehensive comparison of forward error correction (FEC) automatic repeat request (ARQ) as well as hybrid ARQ schemes in WSNs. Forward error correction (FEC) coding improves the error resiliency by sending redundant bits through the wireless channel. It is shown that this improvement can be exploited by transmit power control or hop length extension through channel-aware cross-layer geographical routing protocols in WSNs.
Recently, researchers in [6] proposed a simple lossless data compression algorithm which is suitable for available commercial wireless sensor nodes. The algorithm utilizes Huffman variable length code as a dictionary and computes difference data based on each new acquired data and previous data for data encoding. The compressed data is a result of concatenation between an appropriated dictionary which is a Huffman code and a difference data which is a portion of low-order bits from a 2's complement representation. If there is an error in one of the data, the error might propagate through the succeeding data in the compressed sequence. To prevent such problem and reduce the probability of error, an error detection method is needed to initiate an error correction mechanism such as retransmission of data. Obviously, to protect simple data compression we also need a simple and efficient error detection technique for WSNs. Similarly, errors in communication channels can be addressed by general error correction techniques used in data communication networks, such as various types of Forward Error Correction (FEC), Reed-Solomon, Turbo codes, along with retransmission techniques. However, unless it is accompanied by appropriate source coding, use of channel coding may lead to a significant overhead in terms of bits being transmitted, hence increases the energy consumption. The use of source coding schemes such as [7] is an alternate option to decrease the overhead cost by reducing the traffic volume generated from the node. However, we believe that the use of compression techniques will require higher computational resources at the sensor node, and will thus increase the cost of the nodes.
III. THE SOME PROBLEMS IN WSN

A. Energy efficiency
Every sensor node has very limited computing and communication capability, especially very limited energy resource. Sensor nodes are normally powered by batteries and can only last for a short period of time operating at high transmitting level. Hence, the energy efficient design is required for prolonging network lifetime. The lifetime of sensor nodes increases in proportioned to limited battery capacity in wireless sensor networks. Conserving the energy of nodes for extending network lifetime is very important, because once deployed node in wireless sensor networks is almost impossible to be recharged battery [8] , [9] . Therefore, all nodes must reduce energy consumption to maximize network lifetime. The dominant energy consumption in the wireless sensor networks occurs in the radio transceiver. The energy consumption of the other components in the sensor node is very small. For this reason, many researches advanced to reduce the wireless transmission.
B. Fault-tolerance
The integrity of data has tremendous effects on the performance of any data acquisition system. Noise and other disturbances can often degrade the information or data acquired from these systems. Devising a faulttolerant mechanism in wireless sensor networks is very important due to the construction and deployment characteristics of these low powered sensing devices. Moreover, due to the low computation and communication capabilities of the sensor nodes, the faulttolerant mechanism should have very low computation overhead sensor nodes are very vulnerable to failures. They may lose functionalities at any time because of energy depletion by harsh environment factors or malicious attack from enemies. So it is important I/O consider survivability in sensor network.
IV. THE RESIDUE NUMBER SYSTEMS (RNS)
We begin with a short summary of the RNS system, and introduce our terminology:
In the 1950s, RNS were rediscovered by computer scientists, who sought to put them to use in the implementation of fast arithmetic and fault-tolerant computing. Three properties of RNS make them well suited for these. The first is absence of carry-propagation in addition and multiplication, carry-propagation being the most significant speed-limiting factor in these operations. The second is that because the residue representations carry no weight-information, an error in any digit-position in a given representation does not affect other digit-positions. And the third is that there is no significance-ordering of digits in an RNS representation, which means that faulty digit-positions may be discarded with no effect other than a reduction in dynamic range. The new interest in RNS was not longlived, for three main reasons:
One, a complete arithmetic unit should be capable of at least addition, multiplication, division, square-root, and comparisons, but implementing the last three in RNS is not easy; two, computer technology became more reliable; and three, converting from RNS notation to conventional notation, for "human consumption", is difficult. Nevertheless, in recent years there has been renewed interest in RNS. There are several reasons for this new interest, including the following. A great deal of computing now takes place in embedded processors, such as those found in mobile devices and for these high speed and low-power consumption are critical; the absence of carry-propagation facilitates the realization of high-speed, low-power arithmetic. Also, computer chips are now getting to be so dense that full testing will no longer be possible; so fault-tolerance and the general area of computational integrity have again become more important. Lastly, there has been progress in the implementation of the difficult arithmetic operations. True, that progress has not been of an order that would justify a deluge of letters home; but progress is progress, and the proper attitude should be gratitude for whatever we can get. In any case, RNS is extremely good for many applications such as digital signal processing, communications engineering, computer security (cryptography), image processing, speech processing, and transforms in which the critical arithmetic operations are addition and multiplication. The residue number system (RNS) [10] is an integer system capable of supporting parallel, carry-free, high-speed arithmetic. The system also offers some useful properties for error detection, error correction and fault tolerance in digital systems. [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] direct digital frequency synthesis [15] . A residue number system is defined by a set of relative prime numbers, {m 1 , m 2 , …, m r } called the "moduli". In such a system, an integer X is represented by an ordered set of r residues, {X 1 , X 2 , …, X r } , where xi = (X mod mi). If only positive numbers are permitted, then any integer in the range [0, M) where, M= m 1 ·m 2 ·…·m r , can be uniquely represented. If negative numbers are also allowed, then it is usual to let the dynamic range be [-M/2, M/2). The choice of moduli is crucial to the representational efficiency and to the complexity and delay of the arithmetic unit.
The moduli set: {2 n -1, 2 n , 2 n +1} is used throughout this paper. This is a popular moduli-set, as the restriction to powers of two (±1) in the set makes it relatively easy to implement efficient arithmetic units and to produce generalized designs that are parameterized by operand word length. Fig. 1 , shown general structure of an RNS processor: 
V. ERROR DETECTION & CORRECTION IN WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS BY RESIDUE NUMBER SYSTEMS
Residue number systems are also useful in error detection and correction. This is apparent, given the independence of digits in a residue number representation: an error in one digit does not corrupt any other digits. In general, the use of redundant moduli, i.e. extra moduli that play no role in determining the dynamic range, facilitates both error detection and correction. But even without redundant moduli, fault-tolerance is possible, since computation can still continue after the isolation of faulty digit-positions, provided that a smaller dynamic range is acceptable. RNS have techniques to error detection and correction that this ability can be used in wireless sensor network to decrease renewed data sending via occur error in data packets. It is also of very low complexity, thus good for energy constrained sensors. Fig.  2 , shows the structure of an circuit error detection. An RRNS is defined as a chosen RNS with additional redundant moduli. Each redundant modulus is generally greater than any of the moduli of the chosen moduli set. Assuming the standard RNS consists of the moduli set of {P 1 , P 2 , …, P m }, the corresponding RRNS consists of a moduli set of {P 1 , P 2 , …, P m , …, P m+2r } (r ≥ 1). Assuming MAX (P 1 , P 2 , …, P m ) is a function to get the largest modulus in this set, we get P m+j > MAX (P 1 , P 2 , …, P m ), for j=1,2,…,2r. A typical RRNS system consists of (m+2r) B/R converters, (m+2r) subsystems and an R/B converter. The RRNS has capability of error detection and correction; by using 2r (r ≥ 1) redundant moduli r errors can be detected and corrected. We need the following definition to describe the error detection and correction capability of the RRNS. Definition 1: the U i projection is denoted by the representation of an arbitrary number U in the RRNS with the residue digit u i deleted. Thus, based on the RRNS {P 1 , P 2 , …, P m , …, P m+2r }, we have U i = (U 1 , U 2 , … , U i-1 , U i+2 , … , U m+2r ) where i=1,2,...,m,..., m+2r. If it is found that one projection Ui is within the correct dynamic range, and none of the other projections U j with j≠i are within the correct dynamic range, then, the residue Ui is determined to be erroneous [16] . The RRNS with the (m+2r) moduli set can detect r erroneous residues associated with r moduli and can use the remaining (m+r) moduli to compute the correct result U. This provides a technique for checking and correcting the errors. In other words, the RRNS is a method of detecting and correcting errors for some subsystems inside the RNS by using the extra moduli. Generally, the function of the error detection and correction is performed at the R/B converter.
The structure of a RRNS QC encoder/decoder [17] is shown in Fig. 3 , it consists of (m+2r) B/R converters, (m+2r) pairs of modulo QC encoder/decoders, and an R/B converter. Like the standard RNS, the RRNS also offers carry-free, high-speed and concurrent arithmetic operations, which are useful from the point of view of implementation. Further, this RRNS QC encoder/decoder adds error-correcting capability inside the transmission channel. Inside the channel, several checking circuits are added to perform the function of error detection and correction. Another importance aspect of the RRNS QC encoder/decoder is that it can achieve more security than the binary QC encoder/decoder. In the binary QC encoder/decoder, the secret keys are the delay values D i 's and the coefficients a i 's (i=1, 2, .., P). In the RRNS QC encoder/decoder, besides a i 's and Di's, the moduli set {P 1 , P 2 , …, P m , …,P m+2r } is also part of the secret keys.The unauthorized listener needs more information to decrypt the system. Thus, the RRNS QC encoder/decoder increases the degree of security.
VI. RRNS QC ENCODER/DECODER
In this section, we explain an efficient structure for the RRNS QC encoder/decoder as shown in " Fig. 3 ". It consists of (m+2r) B/R converters, (m+2r) binary sub encoders, (m+2r) binary sub decoders and an R/B converter with error-correcting capability [18] . Based on the redundant moduli{P 1 ,P 2 ,…,P m , …,P m+2r }, the B/R converters convert the binary message signal • Binary encoders and decoders are used. Thus, a number of modulo operations required by the design in [18] , [19] are removed.
• The proposed architecture produces a security in the transmission (QC properties), and has an errorcorrecting capability at the back end of the receiver. Thus, the message received from the final stage is error-corrected.
• If the word length of the input message is L bits, the word length of each binary encoder or decoder is approximately log (L) bits. Thus, the speed of the encoding and decoding can be very high.
In the proposed structure, the word length of each Sub channel is approximately log (L)-bits. Thus, each B/R converter consists of a log (L)-bit modulo adder and each encoder or decoder is an IIR or FIR filter with a simple log (L)-bit truncation. Therefore is very easy design of B/R converters and binary encoders/decoders. However, the choice of the moduli set needs to be considered. Furthermore, the design of the R/B converter with errorcorrecting capability is rather complex and is the most crucial part of the system. In this section, we briery summarize some properties of the associated error detection and correction procedures in the context of the RRNS. Error detection/correction decoding of RRNS (U;V) codes has been discussed in depth in [16] . Let us invoke two simple examples, in order to gain insight into the error-detection and error-correction mechanism of the RRNS. In Table 1 shown RRNS code words of some typical decimal integer messages X in the RRNS with moduli m 1 = 4; m 2 = 5; m 3 = 7; m 4 = 9; m 5 = 11; m 6 = 13 and m 7 = 17; where r i = X (mod mi) and M = 4×5×7 = 140. In Table 2 shown RRNS code words of some typical binary messages X in the RRNS with moduli m 1 =4; m 2 =5; m 3 =7; m 4 =9; m 5 =11; m 6 =13 and m 7 =17; where r i = X (mod mi) and M= 4 × 5 × 7 =140. By usage of Residue Number Systems (RNS), we increase performance of wireless sensor networks. This is thus that we do first for all nodes and states which define Module, then whenever data got of methods Built-In Test (BIT) [20] would like transmission to other nodes or states beneficial of method Residue Number Systems. RNS have some capabilities that improve QoS in WSN. Moreover, RNS have techniques to error detection and correction that this ability can be used in wireless sensor network to decrease renewed sending data via occur error in data packets. It is also of very low complexity, thus good for energy constrained sensors. It has a very high degree of flexibility and scalability because no knowledge about the current network information is needed and new nodes can be added without a need to change the algorithm for existing nodes. Localization is then possible even in environments that are out of reach of GPS signal.
A. Reduce Traffic and Data Transmission in Network
In most traditional methods of error detection and correction, to detect errors occurring in the data, in addition sending original data large volume of additional bits for error detection or correction of data should be sent to the destination. Additional data will cause some problems such as: increase data transmission rates and network traffic in wireless sensor networks. By using of Residue Number Systems we can reduce amount of data transmission in Wireless Sensor Network, whenever a sensor wants send a data, instead of whole transmission data, it can only send partial of data that includes residue and toward the primary data has less bit. Therefore whatever amount of transmission data becomes less therewith decreases traffic in network.
B. Energy-Efficient by Residue Number Systems
The lifetime of sensor nodes increases mainly in proportion to limited battery capacity in wireless sensor networks. All sensor nodes must reduce energy consumption for maximizing network lifetime [21] , [22] . The part of the most energy consumption in the wireless sensor networks is wireless transmission part. Many researches that minimize energy consumption of wireless transmission part progress to maximize lifetime of sensors. As was described in the previous section, RNS reduces the bit rate of data; this will reduce the energy consumption of sensor nodes. Also, considering that RNS for error detection are not requirement high computing power. Hence, by reducing the processing power lower computing energy is consumed for error detection in network. In this section, we demonstrate that energy efficiency can be improved by Residue Number Systems. Use of RNS reduce calculation and also reduce rate of data transmission, as for the two topics, decrease amount of power consumption in wireless sensor networks.
VIII. CONCLUTION
In this paper, first, we consider some of problems in wireless sensor networks such as: errors in transmitted data and consumed energy of nodes. Then were studied some of existing capabilities in the RNS. These capabilities can be used to improve the existing problems in wireless sensor networks. The advantages described in this paper are, reduce traffic rate in wireless sensor network with decrease amount of data transmission and this reduces the power consumption of sensor nodes. Additionally, RNS has the ability to detect and correct errors in data transmitted with the using minimum redundancy. Also, by reducing the processing power lower computing energy is consumed for error detection in network. In this paper, we use of these advantages to error detection and correction in wireless sensor networks.
